What is this International Community?
Is there such a thing, or is it merely a political fiction?
Words & meanings
- Inter-national means between or among nations.
- Nation comes from an older word for physical birth, as in natal, traditionally implying a
people of common descent. However, in today's global world of multi-cultural, bureaucratic
societies, nation has come to mean a separately enclosed, exclusively administered society.
- Community means a group of people living in the same place and/or sharing certain values.
- The International Community thus implies a group of nations which share certain values.
So which among the various such groupings on Earth might be the International Community,
spoken of with such certainty, especially by Western politicians and commentators?
- Sovereignty, with regard to regimes, implies the unquestionable, and in some cases divinely
authorised, supremacy of a ruling elite. Its members normally strive to perpetuate the status
quo of authority, power, wealth and privilege, under which they benefit the most.
- (Sovereign Nation) States and federations of states are essentially elaborate protection
rackets, run by ruling elites who (a) collect taxes as their protection money, and (b) grant
welfare benefits to 'their' citizens as a sop to offset discontent developing into revolution.
Thus humankind has long found itself divided and ruled, and further subdivided into various
groupings by the kind of leaderships that require enemies in order to justify their own
dominant, controlling positions as rulers and 'protectors' of 'their' people.
An old fashioned board game
However, as human consciousness continues to evolve into a new phase of global
awareness, the world of sovereign nation states and federations will inevitably continue to
evaporate into a kind of 'heritage' memory. Today it's little more than a superficial pretence,
a fiction, desperately being promoted by those who think they're winning so long as it can be
preserved. Meanwhile, its figurehead characters are increasingly becoming part of the
celebrity culture and decreasingly commanding any significant measure of awe and respect.
As such, that decaying world is looking increasingly like an elaborate old fashioned board
game in which the competing players shift around various symbolic bits and pieces in their
attempts to win territorial and other advantages. It's all somewhat animal-like and primitive,
requiring little grasp of humankind's essential inter-dependence in this global era.
From this reading of world events, the question then arises: In that game, what are the forces
represented by the competing, supremacy-seeking players driving this process along its
current troubled path – which seems ever more clearly to be heading for a convergence of
disastrous consequences on Earth?
Behind the scenes
Looking beyond/behind/beneath the superficial game of sovereign nation states, into focus
comes a triad of three supremacy-seeking religious traditions: Jews, Christians and Muslims.
Operating on the cynical and treacherous principle of 'my enemy's enemy is my friend', the
'lower' worldly levels of this threesome can be seen to be deeply involved in most of the
major world conflicts currently being featured on the mass media's artificial world stage.

Feminine Jews, masculine Muslims, confused Christians
From a longer perspective, a polarity of masculine and feminine characteristics among the
three can be detected. Here it's necessary to recognise that the universal masculine and
feminine principles are not to be confused with the physical gender of individual males and
females. Each individual is a unique combination of the masculine and the feminine.
The Jewish tradition predominantly represents the universal feminine principle – evident in
its subtle ways of manipulating people's feelings, especially fear, sympathy and personal
loyalty, and its clever exploitation of money and indebtedness in order to maximise control.
There are also the various muddled 'matrilineal' notions about who can claim to be a jew.
The Muslim tradition is much more about the universal masculine principle – with its
emphasis on brotherhood, martyrdom and heroic warrior characteristics, all directed towards
establishing a world-dominating Islamic state. And that is despite the many bitterly contested
divisions, rivalries and factions amongst its many 'brothers'. Then there's the continuing
suppression of women, still not free to express themselves as individual human beings.
The Christian tradition, meanwhile, represents a confused, uneasy, uncomfortable and
unbalanced compromise between the universal feminine and masculine principles. Thus its
history of heroic warriors and cruel suppression, as well as its ongoing trouble dealing with
sexuality, sexual abuse and the status of female ministers in the Church .
A treacherous alliance
Amidst all this, the treacherous alliance of Jews and Christians, sharing a common enemy,
the Muslim arabs, is evident all over the world. For example, the two can clearly be seen
vying for supremacy in ruling that transient entity known as the USA, where their battle has
been symbolised as flag versus banknote, Main Street versus Wall Street and so on.
Here, the deep financial indebtedness of the Christian federal administration to a certain
group of jews is being cleverly exploited – that is, by those who control the private global
moneylending business known as the Federal Reserve, which is itself one branch of the
global syndicate of central and arch-banks, SCAB. (the arch-banks being the IMF, World Bank
and BIS, the central bank of the central banks). In terms of the 'board game' world, the USA
is being required to use its military might and covert forces to disempower Israel's many
enemies worldwide.
However, there's another possible perspective on this scenario. The 'Christian' element of the
USA, in league with other allies could be seen to be cleverly setting up the Jewish State of
Israel for annihilation. That is, at the hands of its embittered Muslim arab neighbours and
refugees, bitterly resentful after years of submission to arrogant Israeli self-indulgence, funded
by SCAB and shielded by the military power of the SCAB-controlled USA.
The International Community
In this light, the term amounts to no more than a politically expedient word-form used
mainly by the Jewish/Christian alliance of fanatics for global governance. It's their way of
implicitly claiming the authority to speak on behalf of a fantasised, non-existent, worldwide
community of nation states which supposedly support their warped ambitions.
So, it's a deliberately vague, imprecise alternative to explicitly and actively supporting the
ideals of the United Nations. And that's partly because there is no unity – in the sense of

harmony – among the world's nation states, each of which continues to require enemies,
external and internal, in order for the current leaderships to justify their superior status.
So, what's really being promoted under The International Community banner is a set of
perversely distorted values, intended to justify the power-lusting cravings of an alliance of
fanatics for global dominance and control. Meanwhile, this pathological tendency is also
being fiercely resisted by the inertia of those political conservatives who want to cling on to
the advantages they feel they've gained under the present status quo.
Another passing triad
Those global ambitions are now also being challenged by another triad:
(1) ancient and predominantly masculine, Confucian China,
(2) ancient and predominantly feminine, Hindu India and
(3) compromised masculine/feminine, predominantly Christian Russia.
However, these three federal conglomerates, consisting of many diverse peoples, will also
inevitably continue to fragment and disintegrate, as the incoming era of humanity's ascent
out of matter* takes effect.
(*This era and the preceding descent into matter era of cosmic evolution, and various other
matters only briefly touched upon here, are explained more fully in Notes from the
Threshold, available as a free download from www.pathwayinitiatives.co.uk. The Threshold
perspective enables one to see through and beyond the artificial scenery, props and disguises
of the now redundant board game world of nation states and legalised financial trickery.)
So, taking the longer Threshold view, we can see the old descent era father figure, weaponbrandishing, flag-adorned Papa State, degenerating into impotence and irrelevance. Similarly,
we can see the old descent era mother figure, spider-like, enticement-offering Mama SCAB,
being consumed by her own pathological greed. For the pathological characteristics of both
of them are products of the ignorance and fear resulting from the descent into matter era.
Hints and clues
Amidst all this the term, the International Community, does offer a small hint of optimism.
And that is the fact that politicians and commentators now feel obliged at least to make a
token reference to the interdependence of all humankind – even though it's cancelled out by
their nationalistic politicking and pathetic subservience to the money-controlling SCAB
empire. And so it continues, as long as humanity remains mesmerised by and addicted to the
imaginary debt money conjured up out of nothing in SCAB's global financial scam.
A practical 'need-over-greed' vision
To conclude, in an age of global awareness and communications, the realisation can no
longer be avoided that there is just one humanity, despite all the divisive 'us versus them'
attempts of various power-lusting rulers and wannabe leaders. So, people all over the planet
can now refuse to be intimidated and manipulated into participating in this out of date game
of inter-national politics and pretend debt-money. For it's clear that passively following this
path is leading humankind to a deadly convergence of catastrophic disasters.
An alternative way ahead is the practical prospect, outlined in Notes from the Threshold, of
One Humanity together creating a wholly different kind of world. That is, a collectively selfinterested world which prioritises real human need everywhere over pathological greed and

divisive power-lusting, both of which arise from ignorance of the fundamental 'lost'
knowledge, crucially also revealed in the Notes.
So, that was a brief glimpse beyond the distorted worldview conjured up by the expression,
The International Community – one in a tradition of various other deliberately misleading
titles, such as the USA Federal Reserve, which itself is not a federal institution but a private
financial business... both reminiscent of George Orwell's 1984 Ministry of Truth.
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